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Laura Ingalls Wilder
and Rose Wilder Lane: The
Continuing Collaboration
WILLIAM T . ANDERSON*

Editor's Note: In "The Literary Apprenticeship of Laura Ingalls
Wilder" ßouth Dakota History 13[Winter 1983]: 285-331), author
William T. Anderson detailed the early literary career of Laura
Ingalls Wilder, discussing her apprenticeship years as country
journalist, home editor for the Missouri Ruralist, and occasional
contributor to national magazines. Much of Wiider's work during
the 1910s and 1920s was supervised and encouraged by her
daughter Rose Wilder Lane. In the late 1920s, Lane persuaded
her mother to turn to her own life for subject matter and pen her
autobiography, entitled "Pioneer Girl " This project, while it did
not result in book publication^ led directly to Wiider's career as
the author of the "Little House" books. With her daughter as editor and agent, Wiider's initial book of the series. Little House in
the Big Woods, reached publication in 1932. In this second installment of his study of the Wilder/Lane partnership, Anderson focuses on the career of Rose Wilder Lane during 1932-1933, when
she wrote her classic novel set in South Dakota, Let the Hurricane Roar, and revised her mother's second book. Farmer Boy.

V
In 1932, after the publication oi Little House in the Big Woods,
the Wilder family of Rocky Ridge Farm, Mansfield, Missouri,
lived in two separate, but closely connected, households. The pro•The author would like to thank Phyllis Bell of De Smet, South Dakota, for her
analytical reading and critique of the manuscript.
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ceeds of daughter Rose Wilder Lane's high-paying magazine fiction had in 1928 financed construction of a modern stone cottage
for her parents on a remote ridge of the farm. There, the aging
Almanzo and Laura Ingalls Wilder retired from the active toil of
farming their two hundred Ozark acres. The annual five-hundreddollar subsidy from their daughter (a yearly event since 1921), interest on carefully hoarded savings, and rent money from Lane
for use of the original family homeplace, supported the Wilders
adequately during the onset of the bleak, hardscrabble depression years.
For daughter Rose Wilder Lane, however, the depression had
brought immediate despair and the need to reassess her own finances, lifestyle, and career. Typical of Lane's problems was the
fact that she had built the showplace cottage on Rocky Ridge
Farm for her parents' use and not her own. The 1928 gift of the
house was to have been the final solution to a long and perplexing
problem that Lane had both invented and assumed: her parents'
care and future. For more than a decade. Lane had confided to her
diaries and to her associates her concern in regard to her "Mamma Bess" (Laura Wilder's middle name was Elizabeth), her Papa,
and their life on the farm, which Lane perceived as enslavement.
While the Wilders doggedly and usually cheerfully met the annual round of farm tasks, their daughter dreamed of taking them
away from the farm life they thrived upon.
Lane had hoped to entice her parents to settle in California as
early as 1915. While she was living in Albania in 1926, she had
considered settling them in a seaside cottage in England. She had
a fixed notion that they should retire away from the Rocky Ridge
acres that had supported them and occupied them since 1894.
While none of their daughter's often grandiose schemes excited
them, Laura and Almanzo Wilder finally assented to Lane's plan
of placing them in an updated country home on their own land.
The Christmas 1928 move of the Wilders to the house their
daughter provided culminated Lane's long quest to give her parents a tangible symbol of her capacity as both provider and grateful child. Her intensity about the project was communicated even
to architect E. F. Johnson of Springfield, Missouri, who noted in a
business letter to Lane, "I know it will be a dramatic moment
when your mother views the new home for her first time Saturday noon."'
1. E. F. Johnson to Rose Wilder Lane, 21 Dec. 1928, Rose Wilder Lane Papers,
Herbert Hoover Presidential Library, West Branch, Iowa (this collection is hereafter cited as Lane Papers).
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A sense of duty, responsibility, and devotion to her parents and
what she considered their pressing needs was a trait long evident
in Rose Wilder Lane. During the 1920s, her friends, literary acquaintances, business associates, and suitors all knew in detail
the hardships of the Wilder family, past and present. Lane chronicled the backbreaking efforts connected with Ozark hill farming,
the frequent disappointments and unrelenting bondage to fruit
trees, hens, sheep, and cows that she had abhorred since her
youth and determined to escape. She also displayed a deep-seated
guilt over the idea that she had somehow abandoned her parents
to the rigors of the land, while she herself roamed the globe and
ascended a professional ladder of distinction in journalism. A long
and verbose correspondence with her main romantic interest in
the 1920s, newspaperman Guy Moyston, revealed her disgruntlement with being an only child, a product of what she considered a
"poor" family, and the maddening notion that the future of her
parents was both her total responsibility and a millstone that prevented freedom, travel, and even literary creativity.^
Perhaps the single most important vent for all her frustrations
relating to her generally able and self-sufficient parents was
Lane's friend and frequent housemate, Helen Dore Boylston,
Rose Wilder Lane met Boylston during a train ride from Paris to
Warsaw in 1920, and the two continued to journey together, with
periodic stops and starts, during the ensuing eleven years. The
two women served each other as traveling companions, literary
sounding boards, partners in the finances of living abroad, and, finally, co-residents of Lane's childhood home on Rocky Ridge
Farm. New Englander by birth, competent nurse in World War I
field hospitals in France, and a postwar Red Cross worker
throughout Europe, Boylston's nickname summed up her spontaneous, carefree personality. She was dubbed "Troubles" for her
propensity to attract myriad minor skirmishes, difficulties, and
vexations and for her seeming ability to breeze easily through
each encounter unscathed. "Troub," as Lane called her, possessed
an unconcerned attitude toward all areas of life that alternately
amazed and annoyed her friend.
In early 1925, while on a visit to the East, Rose Wilder Lane
had ruminated out loud to Troub about her parents' lives in Missouri and explained her frequent need to return to the farm from
New York. Within a short time. Lane's mother became ill and
sent for her daughter. "Rose," Boylston recalled, "was very much
2. Lane's letters to Moyston are part of the Lane Papers at the Hoover Library.
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her mama's slave, and mama said, 'Come home.'... So Rose came
up to me then and she said, 'My God,... Mama Bess is sick.... I
wish you'd come with me.'... And I was out there for a couple of
years."^ Helen Boylston's residence on Rocky Ridge Farm occurred in two separate intervals, from 1925 to 1926, when she and
Rose shared the farmhouse with the Wilders, and from 1928 to
late 1931, after which Boylston returned to the East permanently. Between the two sojourns on the farm, Boylston and Lane
lived in Europe, first studying languages at the Sorbonne in
3. Interview with Helen Dore Boylston, Southport, Conn.. 4 Aug. 1981.1 was
fortunate in meeting and interviewing Helen Boylston at the tail end of her varied
life. A picturesque character to the end, Boylston rambled on at length in earthy
and unrestrained reminiscences of the Wilders during our 1981 meeting. She died
in 1984.
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became an author
and later used her
training as a nurse
to create a series
of novels about a
young nurse
named Sue Barton.
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Paris. They motored through France and Italy together and set
up a household in Tirana, Albania, during 1926 and 1927.* From
her singular vantage point as a permanent houseguest-cumboarder in the Wilder/Lane households, Boylston keenly observed the family and stored up lasting impressions of Lane and
her parents.
It was during her first stay on Rocky Ridge Farm that Boylston
also experienced Lane's creative, Svengali-like talents for unlocking hidden literary powers in others. Boylston knew that her
housemate was a sought-after ghost writer who periodically put
aside her own money-making work to coach Mama Bess and edit
her farm journal submissions. During her first years with the
Wilders, however, Boylston only toyed with the idea of professional writing and ignored her nursing career, largely entertaining herself with horseback riding and tomboyishly enjoying the
Ozark countryside. All that changed one rainy Sunday afternoon
in the Rocky Ridge living room when Rose Lane opened the door
to professional writing for her friend. As Boylston recalled the
scene, Rose "was yowling the house down because she didn't have
any reading. And I fished out my old war diary and said, 'Well,
here, read this.' " Lane promptly read the manuscript straight
through and announced: " 'Troub, I'm going to send this to the Atlantic Monthly immediately.' " Boylston "thought she was crazy,"
but conceded that since Lane "was the professional writer and a
newspaper woman, maybe something will come of it." Many years
later, she remembered, "My God, Atlantic bought it, brought it
out as a book and published it serially . . . and I was still standing
there with my mouth open."^ The A tlantic Monthly serial became
Helen Boylston's first published book, entitled Sister, which appeared in 1927. It was the first of many books and scattered literary projects for the unconventional Troub, and she freely acknowledged Rose Wilder Lane's influence as the builder of the
initial confidence she needed to break into print.
While Lane was thus goading Troub's literary potential and devising plans to build her mother's writing projects, she was also
continuing her own plot-fiction works for the Country Gentleman
4. See William V. Holtz, ed.. Travels with Zenobia: Paris to Albania by Model
T Ford, a Journal by Rose Wilder Lane and Helen Dore Boylston (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 1983).
5. Interview with Boylston. Boylston would later create two series of novels,
one about Sue Barton, a career nurse, and one about Carol, a young actress. Titles
include Sue BartoTi, Student Nurse and Carol Goes Backstage.
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and other magazines. The same cheeks from the Curtis Publishing Company that had financed the building of her parents' retirement cottage were also paying for the elaborate plans Lane had
for the rustic Rocky Ridge farmhouse where she and Boylston
were settled by 1929. At considerable expense. Lane paid for
electrification of the old house, installed a cumbersome centralheating system, and redecorated and furnished the interior to
match her own excellent tastes. She continually devised plans to
beautify the grounds and create gardens, native rock accents,
gateways, a sleeping deck, and other additions to transform the
place into a country estate and literary hideaway. "It was a lovely
old place," Helen Boylston remembered fifty years after she left
the farm.''
All through Helen Boylston's second residence with Lane,
money was plentiful, the elder Wiiders seemed content, and diversions were abundant. Until late 1931, when disconcerting rumors as to the future of her investments in the George Palmer
Company began filtering out to Missouri, Rose Wilder Lane was
full of general optimism. When the Palmer dividends abruptly
halted, the lifestyle of the women on Rocky Ridge Farm was
quick to crumble. Lane's daily diary entry for 19 November 1931
recorded the dark Thursday that signaled an end to the largely
undirected existence of Troub and the confident financial situation of Lane. "PALMER INCOME STOPPED" Lane wrote.
"Letter from him came in afternoon while Corrine & I were playing chess. T[roub] handed it to me. C. stayed all afternoon, to dinner, & till 9 p.m. Troub & I talked till 12. She will go back to nursing."' Boylston, who kept no diary and whose possession of documentation of her life was as lacking as Lane's was complete, summed up the aftermath of the Palmer Company's insolvency a halfcentury after its occurrence by exclaiming: "My God, I mean I
was flat broke. I had just enough money to get me to New York as
fast as possible."" There, Boylston resumed private-duty nursing,
and Rose Wilder Lane was left to bear all the expenses of Rocky
Ridge farmhouse.
On 29 May 1932, Lane confided in her journal, clearly enumerating the feelings of discouragement and depression that had assailed her following the Palmer failure and Boylston's apparent
6. Interview with Boylston.
7. Rose Wilder Lane Diary. 1931 1935,19 Nov. 1931. Diary & Notes Series #37,
Lane Papers.
8. Interview with Boylston.
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ability to slip easily back to life and work in New York. "I am old,
I am alone, a failure, forgotten, here in this dull, alien place," she
lamented. "I am not leading my own life, because any life must coalesce around a central purpose, and I have none.'"* A few months
later, her overall distaste for life on Rocky Ridge again overflowed into her journal, where she spoke of the sense of duty she
felt in being near her parents and bewailed the price it exacted
from her: "Since 1927, I have spent most of my time and about
$15,000.00 on it [the farm], without pleasure or any satisfaction. I
do not like the place, I do not like to live here, and I see no pros-

The parlor of Rocky Ridge farmhouse, built by Almamo and Laura H ihlvr m the
189ÖS, featured a rock fireplace made with three huge boulders taken from their land
During her stay in the house from 1928 to the mid-1930s. Lane expended much time
and money to refurbish the old place, adding electricity and central heating.

pect of ever leaving. I shall probably continue to expend great effort and thought in altering houses, gardens, landscape, in building walls and making pools and planting trees, all to no known
end or purpose. Even if I am released from the obvious bondage, I
shall probably never get away. Yet the whole world remains unseen, and I can think of a dozen places I have seen, in which I
9. Rose Wilder Lane Journal, 1932, 29 May 1932, Diary & Notes Series #45,
Lane Papers.

T
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As a young
woman. Rose
Wilder Lane left
the Missouri farm
behind her and
began a career
that would include
work as a telegraph operator, a
real-estate salesperson, and a journalist. She lived on
tke West Coast
and traveled in
Europe and the
eastern United
States before returning to Rocky
Ridge in the late
1920s.

would far rather live."^" To compound her dissatisfaction with life
on the farm, the Missouri Ozarks were deep in the grip of the midwestern drought years. As early as August 1930, federal maps
pinpointed southern Missouri as suffering from serious drought
damage, and Lane's diary was a constant recital of her general
misery during summer months. The shriveled gardens she had
carefully planted, anxious scannings for rain clouds, and days of
hot sun all added to Lane's desire to leave Rocky Ridge.
Amidst these unpleasant surroundings. Rose Wilder Lane's
evaluation of her own life and career was a deprecating one. To
the rest of the world, she appeared to be a success, for she could
claim an impressive and varied battery of achievements for a
10. Rose Wilder Lane Journal, 1933, 24 Jan. 1933, Diary & Notes Series #47,
Lane Papers.
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woman in her mid-forties whose turn-of-the-century rural upbringing had placed only farm-wife role models before her. All
through her life. Lane had struggled against old molds and had
succeeded in forging ahead into new areas of achievement as diverse as the practicality of business and the creativity of fiction
writing. From the age of seventeen, when she had escaped the
farm to work as a "bachelor-girl" telegrapher in Kansas City, she
had supported herself. By happenstance, she had entered the
real-estate business as one of California's first female salespersons and had worked for the San Francisco Bulletin. After a nineyear marriage to Gillette Lane, she had divorced him in 1918 and
had published her first fiction title, Diverging Roads, that same
year. She also wrote Henry Ford's Own Story (1917), the automobile magnate's first biography, and The Making of Herbert Hoover (1920) before she took a job as publicist with the American
Red Cross. Her reports of postwar Europe and the work of the
Red Cross and the Near East Relief took her all over Europe and
central Asia and brought her to the attention of the major American media. Transient sightseeing and travel as a foreign correspondent allowed Lane to live the independent life she craved
and to forget old hurts, old notions of failure, and the mores of her
Middle-American background.
By the early 1920s, Lane's versatility as a writer was well
established. In 1922, she translated from the French the book
Dancer of Shamakha and won the 0. Henry Award for her short
story "Innocence," which appeared in Harper's Monthly in April.
The next year, she published Peaks of Shala, a travel book recounting her adventures in Albania, and penned a steady stream
of fiction and nonfiction for American periodicals. Her ghostwriting services were sought by numerous celebrities; most notable
was the work she did for Frederick O'Brien on White Shadows in
ihe South Seas. Following her four years abroad. Lane returned
to America in 1924 and lived with her parents on Rocky Ridge,
where her literary output continued to be prolific. In the midtwenties, she wrote a fictionalized account of Jack London's life
in He Was a Man and then turned to Ozark customs and tales in a
succession of plot-fiction for Country Gentleman. Two serials
became published novels: Hill-Billy and Cindy.'' It was the income from the Country Gentleman publications that provided the
11. For a full outline of Lane's many achievements, see Nancy DeHamer, "Dakota Resources: The Rose Wilder Lane Papers at the Herbert Hoover Presidential
Library," South Dakota History 14 (Winter 1984): 335-46.

I
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cash to feed her speculative investments in the Palmer account
and allowed her to build the new house for her parents and revamp the old house for herself. To George Bye, her New York
agent, to her array of editor-friends who published the magazines
America read, to her publishers. Harper and Brothers, and to her
parents and admiring Ozark neighbors. Rose Wilder Lane was an
American success story. As the Missouri Ruralist put it, she was
"a mighty fine girl."^^
In her own evaluation, however. Lane did not fare so well.
Years later, she flatly told her agent, "I have never written a
good novel; I have never had time."" Each of her novels had first
been serial magazine fiction, with each installment produced
under double duress: the necessity of meeting publishing deadlines and the constant need for money. For Lane, writing was seldom a pleasurable experience. Instead, it was the means by which
to purchase an automobile for her parents, a way to pay debts accumulated in lean times, a method of providing her mother with
the promised subsidy and herself with the wherewithal to support the Rose Wilder Lane lifestyle her friends and associates
had come to expect. Her craft had become a financial trap, as she
expressed it in a letter to her friend, radio commentator Mary
Margaret McBride: "My God, yes; I have paid for X-rays; I have
paid for dentists and doctors and architects and plowing and new
tires and license plates and electric lines and taxes —I have paid
and paid and paid and paid, I have done nothing else but." As
always. Lane regretted her place of residence. "Yes, I wish I'd
stayed in New York, too," she told McBride. "I wish it for a lot of
reasons. But the plain truth was that I couldn't afford it. These
two households here are as expensive as a New York apartment
— little items like a monthly electric bill around $65-, and so on. I
couldn't keep up my mother's, and my share of this old-farmhouse
establishment, and carry a New York life for myself at the same
time, not in this present bad financial weather.... Look here;
can't I keep my mind off $$$$ for one single second! Ans: No, she
can't."'^
Thus, Rose Wilder Lane, at the age of forty-five, had concluded
and confided to her journal, "So far, I am almost superlatively a
failure." Harshly, she observed: "There has been no success in
12. Missouri Ruralist, 1 May 1925.
13. Rose Wilder Lane to George Bye, 12 Mar. 1937, James Oliver Brown Collection, Butler Library, Columbia University, New York, N.Y. (this collection is hereafter cited as Brown Collection).
14. Lane to Mary Margaret McBride. n.d. [ca. Apr. 1930], Lane Papers.
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personal relationships, in adjustment to the world, in work, or in
money
And my failure to succeed with writing is the result of
the same discord which causes me to write at all. I have written
and ghosted seventeen books," and only White Shadows in the
South Seas flourished. But I have not really cared about any of
them.... Can I really care about writing?"'*
As she questioned her career effectiveness, grappled with a
low self-image, and grumbled at cloying surroundings, Rose Wilder Lane also felt the bonds of duty to her mother tighten in a
tangible way. "Rose was very much her mama's slave," Helen
Boylston observed more than once. Wilder "expected Rose to do
everything," Boylston claimed, "including mind what she was
told on the instant
She bossed everybody, including her husband, the cat, the dog and everything else."'' Lane's long attempt
to equip her mother adequately to carry on an independent writing career had had exactly the opposite result. The publication of
Little House in the Big Woods had created a stir in the children's
book field. It was runner-up for the 1932 Newbery Medal, and
sales that resulted in a first royalty payment of $529.69 were not
inconsiderable in the depressed book market of the early 1930s.
With Lane's editorial efforts, Wiider's book had become a remarkable success, and only with Lane's continued participation
would the second book in the series be equally successful.
Wiider's career needed management, and Rose Wilder Lane was
the key to the advancement of Laura Ingalls Wilder.
Two months after the publication of Little House in the Big
Woods in April 1932, Lane had already examined her role in her
mother's authorship and recognized it both as a part of her own
depression and as a further limitation of her own autonomy. More
significantly, however, she also acknowledged that her own career and reputation were important to her. "My whole trouble,"
she complained in her journal, is "that I am not master of my material in writing my mother's . . . juvenile. It was a little job that
seemed inconsequential —and is —and therefore it was able to do
all this [Lane referred to her feeling of despair at the time] to me
without my knowing it. The truth is that for better or worse, no
15. At the time of this entry. Lane was periodically ghostwriting for Lowell
Thomas, an association that started in 1931. For information on White Shadows in
the South Sea^, see William T. Anderson, "The Literary Apprenticeship of Laura
Ingalls Wilder." South Dakota History 13 (Winter 1983): 294n.l6.
16. Lane Journal, 1933. 24 Jan. 1933.
17. Interview with Boylston.
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matter how hopelessly a failure, I am a writer. I am a writer.
Nothing else in the world is so important to me —to my own inner
self—as writing is. Recorded and for the first time realized, this
tenth day of June, 1932, in my forty-sixth year.""* Given this selfrealization in June of 1932, it is perhaps not surprising that it was
Lane's own writing that received her greatest creative effort
during the following summer. Although she dutifully attempted
to edit her mother's first draft of Farmer Boy during this period,
her attention was on a project that ultimately proved to be her
own greatest literary achievement.

VI
Rose Wilder Lane's Let the Hurricane Roar, written concurrently with her first editing of her mother's Farmer Boy in the
summer of 1932, was a product of the Great Depression. It was
written in the aftermath of Lane's financial wipe-out in the Palmer and Company failure, when her avidity for immediate cash
income paralleled the desperation of a wiped-out midwestern
farmer whose wheat crop was demolished by onslaughts of hail or
hordes of ravenous grasshoppers. She infused a passion in Let
the Hurricane Roar that is the first evidence of the intense crusading spirit that typifies Lane's work in the latter half of her active writing career.
As we have seen. Lane's struggle with economics provided
much of her intensity during the early 1930s. During this period,
she also came to realize the importance of her writing. As a result, she considered the depression to be the maturing factor that
lifted her from a bohemian (though always in clean clothes, she
would stress) lifestyle to a more responsible, middle-class, middlewestern status as householder. "The crash left me," she observed, "with nothing to support this position [as householder],
yet because it is an obligation to my parents, to my servants, to —
idiotically — the dog Bunting and the horse Molly — I can not bring
myself to abandon it. Otherwise I would be rejoicing in going
18. Lane Journal, 1932, 8 June 1932.
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back to the days when I earned my daily bread usually the day
after I had eaten it, & lived wherever I happened to be."'^
Indeed, with the proceeds from her Palmer investments totally
ceasing at the close of 1931, Lane had been compelled to rely solely on freelance writing to maintain her position as the major
breadwinner of Rocky Ridge Farm. She was also deeply in debt.
On 14 May 1932 she wrote in her journal of her terror at mounting debts, a depleted bank account, and empty prospects of earning enough to keep afloat: "Now owe bank $1,000., Troub $2,400.
(subtracting the $300., for my half of the car, still unsold, which
Troub wants to trade for a Chevrolet on acc't. of more economical
upkeep!), my mother $2,700. principal, with this year's interest,
and her annual $500. subsidy. I have about $500. in the bank, $700.
due from Lowell Thomas. Expenses run about $250. a month —
and I have no other prospect of money in sight."^"
Rose Wilder Lane was therefore "sick with fear about
money"^' when she focused on the three-part story she tentatively titled "Courage" and hoped to sell in order to alleviate immediate financial distress. Alone in the Rocky Ridge farmhouse, she
wrote on 20 July that "not a word disturbs this tomb," with only
the sound of her Underwood typewriter breaking the sticky stillness of her writing room. She suffered mightily with the intense
summer heat as Midwest drought conditions continued to include
the Ozarks. The weather sickened her and distracted her from
her terrible desire to turn out a salable story, fast. "Heat devastating," she wrote in her diary on 15 July, and on 22 July, she recorded, "Hottest day yet
Everything is dying in drought, &
hill spring exhausted." Even the publication of "Old Maid," her
first Saturday Evening Post story, in mid-July did not seem to
cheer her during the heat wave.''^
She struggled with "Courage," a story set in Dakota Territory
during the beginning of the homestead days. The tale was heavily
reminiscent of her own family background and wove together the
experiences of her grandparents and her parents, along with old
stories she remembered of the first days of Kingsbury County
and her birthplace near De Smet. Impressionistic but easily identified are the characters of her Grandpa and Grandma Ingalls,
19. Rose Wilder Lane Diary, 1924, 1926, 1932, 14 May 1932. Diary & Notes
Series #21, Lane Papers.
20. Ibid.
21. Lane Diary. 1931-1935. 28 June 1932.
22. Ibid., 15, 19, 22 July 1932.
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Caroline Quiner Ingalts, Rose Wilder Lane's grandmother, is the model for
Lane's fictional heroine in her story "Courage," which later became the
book entitled Let the Hurricane Roar. Caroline Ingalls is also the real person behind the character of "Ma" in Laura Ingalls Wilder's novels for children.

with touches of her own parents mixed in to create the personas
of "Charles and Caroline," the young couple who left their big
woods home to homestead on the prairies, which were promising,
destructive, beautiful, treacherous, beneficent, and demanding. It
was a setting and a theme that was as familiar to Rose Wilder
Lane as her own name.
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Charles Ingalls was the historical figure upon whom Lane based her hero in
Let the Hurricane Roar and Wilder based her characterization of "Pa" in
the "Little House" series. These large portraits of the Ingalls originally
hung on the walls of the Ingalls home in De Smet, South Dakota, and are
now part of the collections of the South Dakota State Historical Society in
Pierre.

Although some of her parents' experiences were certainly included in the plot of "Courage." Lane does not seem to have consulted them for suggestions or data during her drafting of the serial. Later, she dreaded her mother's reaction to the book, but it
was Laura Ingalls Wilder who unwittingly provided the ultimate
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title for the story. Although "Courage" was a predominant theme
in the serial, local Missouri tradition reports that a new title was
suggested in a chance conversation between the Wilders and
their daughter. In late July, the story goes, after spending the entire month on "Courage" and not believing it would sell, Lane sat
with her parents, discussing neighbors who were not faring well
in the economic and agricultural doldrums. As they often did, the
Wilders hearkened back to the depression of 1893 and remembered how they had coped in the face of poverty and homelessness. All three agreed that despite all hardships, Americans
should remain independent and self-sufficient; no welfare or government project had assisted them in 1893-1894, and they were
forced to use their inner reserves and gut-level ingenuity to survive—and prosper. Finishing the conversation, Laura Wilder apparently sighed, "Well, 'let the hurricane roar.' " "
The phrase, hanging in midair, seemed to sum up life's vicissitudes; even in the face of the worst depression on record, Americans would survive, could survive. Lane, the tradition states,
avidly asked for elaboration. She queried her mother's source for
the saying, much interested in why her mother chose those words
and from whence they had come. On questioning. Lane learned
that her mother was quoting an old hymn, one sung in the Ingalis
home during her girlhood, that spoke of the challenge of hard
times: "Let the hurricane roar! / It will the sooner be o'er! / We'll
weather the blast, and land at last, / On Canaan's happy shore!"^*
The sound imagery of a hurricane fit well into the story context
of Lane's fiction. Her characters, Charles and Caroline, bear the
relentless swarms of grasshoppers on their Wild Plum Creek
homestead that leave nothing behind as they devour the couple's
wheat crop. Nature's force continues to be predominate throughout a winter that young Caroline spends alone with her infant son
while Charles recuperates from a broken leg in the East, where
he has sought harvest work. Blizzards roar and obliterate the
tiny sod house in the creek bank, but Caroline survives in the soddy's tiny pocket of quietness underground. Winds swirl and whistle and plummet as she weathers the storms patiently and with a
resourceful spirit. When Charles returns home safely, the young

23. This story has been told in various ways by Mansfield, Missouri, residents
who knew the Wilders.
24. Rose Wilder Lane. Let the Hurricane Roar (London: Longmans. Green &
Co.. 1933), p. 5.
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people realize that their goals of gaining a homestead and the
prosperity it represents will be, as the old hymn suggests, a matter of weathering all blasts of nature and persevering for the duration.
Apparently, the chance conversation with her parents led Rose
Wilder Lane, on 1 August, to scrap "Courage" as the title of her
story in favor of "Let the Hurricane Roar." Lane also employed
the virile, vibrant old hymn as a recurring leitmotif in the work.
Her aunt Carrie Ingalls (Mrs. David N. Swanzey, who lived in
Keystone, South Dakota) was asked to check the words of the old
song with an Ingalls family hymnbook in her possession.''^ Using
the lyrics of the hymn. Lane made her final changes in the newly
titled "Let the Hurricane Roar" manuscript.
Throughout August, Lane was tortured by money fears.
George Bye assured her that - sight unseen — he v .s certain that
"Hurricane" would sell, but his client was "ter_ified because I
have less than two months' living expenses."^" On 7 August, she
confided to her Line-A-Day diary that she must turn out material,
quickly, to bring in cash. By 10 August, "Let the Hurricane Roar"
was complete in manuscript and ready to send to George Bye. Immediately, Lane returned to the tedious work of considering her
mother's Farmer Boy manuscript.
George Bye was quick to respond to Lane's submission, writing
in glowing terms that the morose Rose Lane was loathe to accept.
Her uneasy reaction to her optimistic agent was that he was perhaps effusive, insincere, but she followed his activity with intense
interest as she set out to write a new short story she called
"Country Jake." Bye first garnered Woman's Home Companion
as a potential buyer for "Hurricane," but the magazine rejected it
because of length. As the "Hurricane" story made the rounds in
New York City, Lane struggled with "Country Jake," a story set
in turn-of-the-century Mansfield during the Panic of 1907.^^"
On 6 September 1932, Lane's gloomy tension over money was
alleviated by a telegram from George Bye. Saturday Evening
Post "takes hurricane at three thousand," Bye wired Lane.
"Tried for five thousand but post says your top short story price
does not justify my requested price." Telling Lane that the Post
would use the story in two parts. Bye concluded with the words.

25. Lane Diary, 1931-1935, 1 Aug. 1932, 2 Feb. 1933.
26. Ibid., 5. 7 Aug. 1932.
27. Ibid., 17, 19, 26 Aug., 5 Sept. 1932.
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"low bow of homage."^^ Ten days later, a Saturday Evening Post
check for $2700, minus her agent's commission, arrived for Rose
Wilder Lane. She saw the sum vanish as she paid Troub $250 on
her debt, gave her mother $500 as her 1932 subsidy, directed $500
to the Farmers and Merchants Bank in Mansfield to be applied to
her loan, and paid interest on other debts. She shelved the troublesome "Country Jake" story and traveled to Ottawa, Kansas,
seeking medical relief from various health annoyances.^^
The absence from her typewriter was prolonged when Lane
and her Mansfield friend Corrine Murray started a lengthy trip
through the upper Midwest, across Canada, and down through
New York State to New York City. They were absent over two
months from Mansfield, not returning until 6 December, and during the trip, "Hurricane" was quickly readied for publication. It
appeared, enhanced with W. H. D. Koerner's impressive illustrations, as the lead story of the 22 October 1932 issue of the Saturday Evening Post. One of Koerner's oil paintings of the young
Charles and Caroline together in their covered wagon was used
as the cover illustration, while others were reproduced inside in
black and white.^'' When the second installment of "Hurricane"
appeared in the Post, public acclaim ran high for the courageous
story of two pioneers who had weathered hard times only a generation earlier. Solemnly, George Bye wrote his client that she
had produced a masterpiece.^'
Rose Wilder Lane's excursions away from Rocky Ridge Farm
always enlivened her, provided the stimulus she could not find in
country life, and lifted her spirits. In New York, she was feted by
old friends, and she basked in the glow of the Saturday Evening
Post appearance of "Let the Hurricane Roar." At George Bye's
Fifth Avenue office. Lane responded well to her agent's sincere
flattery, and in his encouraging presence, dozens of feasible writing projects seemed to suggest themselves. Most importantly.
Lane's New York City visit clinched the deal that would prevent
"Let the Hurricane Roar" from becoming a forgotten short novel,
28. George Bye, Telegram to Lane, 6 Sept. 1932, Lane Papers.
29. Lane Diary. 1931-1935, memorandum at end of Sept. 1932.
30. The original painting that appeared on the Post cover was later sent to Rose
Wilder Lane. It still hangs on the parlor wall of the Rocky Ridge farmhouse, now
the Laura Ingalls Wilder-Rose Wilder Lane Home and Museum, in Mansfield. Missouri. Another original oil from the Post publication of "Hurricane" hangs in the
Koerner studio at the Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming, and is reproduced on the cover of this issue of South Dakota History.
31. Bye to Lane. 18 Oct. 1932. Lane Papers.
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The first installment of Lane's 'Let the Hurricane Roar" appeared in the 22 October 1932 issue of the Saturday Evening Post, where it was the lead story. Enhanced with paintings by W. H. D. Koemer, Lane's pioneer story was enthusiastically received by readers of the depression era.
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lost in the steady procession of Saturday Evening Post fiction.
Maxwell Aley of Longmans, Green and Company was enthusiastic about the possibility of "Hurricane" as a book offering for his
firm's late-winter booklist. George Bye was certain that the book
would be a best seller, and Lane welcomed the idea of securing a
new publisher who seemed interested in her work. Her last Harper and Brothers book, Cindy, was five years old, and her other
four books under their imprint were dying slow deaths. And as
always, the prospect of quick money, or even steady royalties,
from "Hurricane" appealed to Lane.^^
Lane returned to Rocky Ridge on 6 December 1932, the day
after her forty-sixth birthday. "Mean, poor, dull brown country,"
she noted in her diary on the day of her return, and immediately
the afterglow of her trip faded into complaints about the drafty,
dreary farmhouse, the bitter weather that made heating difficult,
and a bout with influenza. By 10 December, however, she had
roused herself for "cutting, pasting & editing, & got off Hurricane mss to Maxwell Aley." Three days later, a wire arrived inquiring about movie rights to her story, along with a $250 advance on the soon-to-be-released book. "I have a 'hunch' that 1933
will be a good year," Lane penned in her diary." Her spirits rose
further when Catharine Brody, a New York writer, arrived and
was installed in the north bedroom at Rocky Ridge for an extended stay. Lane was enthusiastic about "Hurricane's" prospects for providing both financial and professional boosts to her
career. Brody, whose first novel with Longmans, Nobody
Starves, had garnered good reviews, shared Lane's excitement
over "Hurricane." Lane's mother, however, was not wholly
pleased.
Early in 1933, when "Hurricane's" publication as a book was
imminent, the Farmer Boy manuscript preyed on Laura Ingalls
Wilder's mind. It had been neglected because of Lane's long trip
east, and with Harper and Brothers asking for a rewrite. Wilder
was impatiently waiting for her daughter's attention. Lane vividly vignetted her mother's lack of enthusiasm for "Hurricane" in
her journal entry of 25 January 1933: "Maxwell Aley sent a clipping of the trade-advertisement of Hurricane; splendidly done
and I was very happy over it. So was Catharine, who insisted
upon showing it. With an instinct of self-preservation I concealed
it, knowing my mother was coming, but innocently C. brought it
32. Lane to George Bye, 22 July 1933, Brown Collection.
33. Lane Diary, 1931-1935. 6, 10, 13 Dec. 1932, memoranda at end of Dec. 1932.
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out. My mother said she didn't have her glasses & refused to look
at it." After her friends had put the advertisement aside. Lane reports, "my mother went quietly, got her glasses, read the advertisement with an air of distaste, & interrupted our talk about
other things: 'Why do they place it in the Dakotas?' I = 'I don't
know.' She = 'The names aren't right.' I, alarmed = 'What names?'
She = 'Caroline and Charles. They don't belong in that place at
that time. I don't know —it's all wrong. They've got it all wrong,
somehow.' Effectually destroying the simple perfection of my
pleasure."^*
Laura Ingalls Wiider's displeasure over the names applied to
the characters in the book Let the Hurricane Roar is an easily
understood reaction in the neophyte author. She obviously felt
territorial rights over the use of her parents' names since she had
already used them in Little House in the Big Woods. Possibly, she
also feared that Hurricane might interfere with her hope of publishing her often-rejected autobiography, "Pioneer Girl," in which
another Charles and Caroline appeared as homesteaders in Dakota Territory. Indeed, within a month of this incident. Lane was
again writing her agent about the possibility of sending Wiider's
"Pioneer Girl" to yet another prospective publisher.^^ Whatever
the reasons for Wiider's unhappiness, it is clear that at this point
in time the multivolumed children's novel based on Wiider's life
story had not yet been conceived. Lane was still trying, at her
mother's request, to market "Pioneer Girl" as a nonfiction book,
and Wilder was working on a book about her husband's childhood.
Nevertheless, Lei the Hurricane Roar pointed out to both mother
and daughter that there was intense publisher interest in pioneer
stories (most specifically, Ingalls pioneer stories), and the book
was the first and most obvious instance of the remarkable way in
which the story ideas of Wilder and Lane would parallel one another in the years to come.
Mansfield residents caught a whiff of the tension over Let the
Hurricane Roar. Although Rose Wilder Lane recorded no further
evidence of her mother's lack of enthusiasm in her journal or her
diary, rumors persisted in Mansfield that the book caused a rift
between mother and daughter and even that a legal action had occurred. As late as the 1970s, the story still circulated, and in the
early 1980s, old-timers lounging in Mansfield's town square told
historian John E. Miller of South Dakota State University that
34. Lane Journal, 1933. 25 Jan. 1933.
35. Lane to George Bye, 15 Feb. 1933, Brown Collection.
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there was a ruckus between the Wilder women over Let the Hurricane Roar.''''
Laura Ingalls Wilder, who was usually proud and complimentary when her daughter's work was mentioned, was definitely reserved in her praise of Hurricane. In 1934, she responded to inquiries of Aubrey Sherwood, editor of the De Smet News, by saying: "In regard to the book 'Let the Hurricane Roar' I think there
is nothing particular to say. It is of course fiction, with incidents
and anicdotes [sic] gathered here and there and some purely
imaginary. But you know what fiction writing is."^^ Sixteen years
later, when her own books were completed and well launched.
Wilder complained that Hurricane "creates confusion" when she
responded to a query from Clara J. Webber, librarian of the
Laura Ingalls Wilder Room at the Pomona (California) Public Library.^*
Rose Wilder Lane was not particularly surprised over her
mother's attitude. Beneath her surface congeniality and faultless
generosity in regard to her mother. Lane seemed to nurse a dissatisfaction over their relationship, not the least of which centered around their uneasy partnership in writing projects. Lane
had confessed some of her bitterness towards her mother's attitude to her work soon after she returned to live on Rocky Ridge
in the mid-twenties. At the time her Jack London novel was published as He Was a Man in 1925, she wrote Guy Moyston: "Oh, it
isn't hard to keep Mama Bess from reading my books. She never
reads 'em. She just likes to have 'em around. She'll have her copy
of HE WAS A MAN on her shelf forever, and never read the first
chapter or any other. She'd hate it; she hates anything at all that
has to do in any way with sex. You may remember that she read
part of the manuscript. She did it because she thought she ought
to, to please me, and I just didn't give her the first part. She read
until she came to Frisco Jack's woman, then said she'd as soon
read about a movement of the bowels, advised me to cut that out,
and quit reading." Lane concluded that her mother "really
doesn't like anything I write. She likes Adventure stories, and at
almost regular intervals wants to know why I can't write like
Harold Bell Wright; she is absolutely confident that I could, if I
36. John E. Miller shared this story with me in the summer of 1985.
37. Laura Ingalls Wilder to Aubrey H. Sherwood. 15 Jan. 1934, in recipient's
personal collection.
38. Wilder to Webber, 11 Feb. 1952, Laura Ingalls Wilder Room, Pomona Public
Library, Pomona, Calif.
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would only try. It's no good telling her I can't; she just answers
that I have never really tried hard enough."^'
Lane does not record her mother's reaction to the 152-page
book version of Let the Hurricane Roar that arrived as an advance copy on 10 January 1933, but she herself was pleased. "I
like make-up very much," she wrote in her Line-A-Day diary. The
suggested price of the volume was $1.75, but a few days later, on
13 January, she heard that it might be reduced to $1.50, because
of the plummeting economy, and that book clubs had rejected
Hurricane as a feature because of its recent appearance in the
Post. Indeed, the timing of Hurricane was disastrous. The country was seemingly holding its breath as the Herbert Hoover administration limped to an end, and all hopes for economic survival
were pinned on Franklin Roosevelt's impending inauguration in
March. Lane recorded the financial picture of the country in her
diary. "Quiet panic," she noted on 14 January 1933, "bank-runs
everywhere, 31 St. Louis banks restrict withdrawals, 5% a
month. 8 failed in 9 weeks."*" In her more detailed journal, Lane
remarked: "My hope of a really good sale for the Hurricane book
has quietly vanished. A great satisfaction remains, from the way
it is being handled by Maxwell Aley at Longmans, Green. This is
the first book of mine to be intelligently published."""
Despite her faith in Longmans, when the 21 February publication day arrived. Lane "just sat dull all day." A check for $225
soon arrived, along with the news that the book was a best seller
in Chicago and that "Los Angeles [was] ordering 10s and 20s."*^
On 4 March, the Saturday Evening Post ran an editorial applauding the book version of the story, "which appeared in these columns," calling Let the Hurricane Roar an "extraordinary narrative." Other reviewers were generous, discussing the self-reliant
virtues expressed in the book, and some related the simple, pioneer story to the rigors of living in the depression era.
Self-reliance was precisely the virtue that Rose Wilder Lane
had sought to promote in Let the Hurricane Roar. "On the surface a simple 'pioneer' story," Lane wrote years later to her
friend, industrialist Jasper Crane, but, she also wrote, "Hurricane was really about the 1929-30 depression —it was published
39. Rose Wilder Lane to Guy Moyston, 30 May 1925, Lane Papers.
40. Lane Diary. 1931-1935. 10. 13, 14 Jan. 1933.
41. Lane Journal, 1933. 27 Jan. 1933.
42. Lane Diary. 1931-1935, 21,25 Feb. 1933. See aUo Lane Journal. 1933.17 Mar.
1933.
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during FDR's 'Bank Holiday' —though few if any readers knew
that it was. At least, they didn't consciously know, but that was
the reason they loved it."^^ When Eleanor Hubbard Garst, the
book editor for Better Homes and Gardens, gave Hurricane a
plug in her December 1933 column, she included a letter from the
author that summed up Rose Wilder Lane's real purpose in writing the story. Published as a facsimile. Lane's letter stated that
Let tke Hurricane Roar was "a reply to pessimists," It had been
written from Lane's "feeling that living is never easy, that all
human history is a record of achievement in disaster (so that disaster is no cause for despair), and that our great asset is the valor
of the American spirit —the undefeated spirit of millions of
obscure men and women who are as valiant today as the pioneers
were in the past.""
Six weeks after publication. Let the Hurricane Roar was in its
fourth printing. "In any normal times," Lane noted, it "would be a
best seller — not hopeful now —'iron & chain on runaways.'""
Nevertheless, the book was selected by the London office of
Longmans, Green for British publication and continued to sell
steadily in America. By June, four months after publication, ten
thousand copies had been sold.*'' During July, botb George Bye
and Rose Wilder Lane enthusiastically considered proposals from
Hollywood for the transferring of Hurricane to the movie screen.
Lane's excitement centered on the large lump payment she
thought would come from a movie sale, a sum that would pay her
debts, allow her to invest to provide a steady income, and thus
pave her way to leave Rocky Ridge. The offer was encumbered
with a potential graft payment if the sale was to materialize.
Lane noted in her journal that an "advisor to King Vidor, Metro
Goldwyn Mayer, would 'accept something' " to " 'nail down' " the
sale to the movie company. The price mentioned for the sale of
the book rights to MGM was $9,000; the "advisor" would keep
$1,500, and Lane would get $7,500. "I was all avarice," Lane admitted in her journal, but "when I began to write to George, I
found it difficult —then I saw the crookedness."*'

43. Roger Lea MacBride, ed.. The Lady and the Tycoon: The Best of Letters between Rose Wilder Lane and Jasper Crane {Caldwell, Idaho: Caxton Printers,
1973), pp. 156, 114.
44. Lane to Garst, quoted in Eleanor Hubbard Garst, "New Books You'll Want,"
Better Homes and Gardens, Dec. 1933, p. 19.
45. Lane Diary, 1931-1935. 3 Apr. 1933.
46. Ibid., 19, 23 June 1933.
47. Lane Journal, 1933, 3 July 1933.
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The sale of Let the Hurricane Roar, which would place South
Dakota before the nation's movie-goers, did not transpire in 1933,
nor within Rose Wilder Lane's long lifetime. In the 1940s and
1950s, various studios continued to consider the book as a possible film, but it was not until after Lane's death in 1968 that her
friend and agent, Roger MacBride, actively began promoting the
property again as movie material. In 1976, in conjunction with
producer Ed Friendly, Hurricane became Young Pioneers, an
ABC Network made-for-television film. Its success in the ratings
prompted a sequel, and a spin-off television series was discussed.
A new edition of Let the Hurricane Roar was published as a television tie-in. In its 1970s dress, the book's title became Young Pioneers*^
Although the original movie offer fell through, dashing Lane's
hopes for a new foothold on economic stability, the book version
of Let the Hurricane Roar continued to sell steadily. The depression hurt the overall potential for sales, but Lane increasingly
overlooked the lost royalties and focused on her pleasure that her
message was enthusiastically accepted by the readers. "What
that story really says," she wrote George Bye, "is precisely what
people want to hear again —what all the hundreds of letters from
readers registered with joy and gratitude —that this country is
not licked yet, and won't be. And Hurricane says that, in the most
appealing and dramatic way. It is a story in the genre of LITTLE
WOMEN, but with much stronger dramatic value and a terrific
punch straight to the American heart
[It has] the added quality of timelessness (since it is really about The Depression)
AND with a genuine love story."*'^
For over three decades. Rose Wilder Lane happily observed
Let the Hurricane Roar's steady career in print. It became a
staple in virtually every school and public library in the United
States; it was translated into many languages; and experts in children's and young adult literature considered Rose Wilder Lane,
along with her friend Helen Boylston, as trailblazers unaware in
the field of writing for the teen-age reading group. Young readers
who had outgrown juvenile titles could be eased into the adult
novel through Boylston's Sue Barton career-nurse books and
Lane's Let the Hurricane Roar.
"I wrote for thirty years, had a couple —more? I forget —middle best sellers, and one classic," Rose Wilder Lane wrote to her
48. In 1985, Harper and Row issued the book again under its original title. Let
the Hurricane Roar.
49. Lane to George Bye. 14 Oct. 1934, Brown Collection.
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friend Norma Lee Browning in 1963.^° The classic was, of course,
her genuine, impassioned statement of human achievement in the
face of adversity, the novel with the South Dakota setting. Let
the Hurricane Roar.

VII
In early 1933, after her return from her eastern trip and while
basking in the early success of Let the Hurricane Roar, Rose Wilder Lane outlined for herself a massive writing project. Her June
1932 self-revelation that her writing was the most important
thing in her life and her pride in her ability to communicate larger meanings in Let the Hurricane Roar were the impetus behind
her new plan for a multivolumed novel that would finally allow
her to showcase her literary capabilities. The project was to be a
personal commitment, a contract with herself, bereft of concrete
offers for publication, deadlines, cash advances, or agent's goading. No editor knew of Lane's plan, and no contract date threatened to rush or beleaguer her attempt to create a chef-d'oeuvre
to her own specifications. This monumental plan, in various
guises and manifestations, would be the backdrop for all of the
fiction that both Lane and Laura Ingalls Wilder would produce in
the next ten years.
Rose Wilder Lane's grand design was "an American novel in
many volumes, an enormous canvas, covering horizontally a continent, vertically all classes. (That is, groups having varying
degrees of power.... What does this mean, really —Our 'great'
men seem as powerless as our 'little' men. Power really lies between, not in the hands of any person or class, but in the issue of
their reactions to each other, outcome of conflict of their desires
— Power an imponderable thing)." In her proposed American
epic. Lane planned to cover the Atlantic seaboard, the Mississippi
River Valley, and the Pacific Coast, showing that "American history, therefore our life now, is a swirl of currents across this land50. Lane to Norma Lee Browning. 30 Aug. 1963, in recipient's personal collection.
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scape. Cultural currents deflected, altered, by economic . . . and
geographic conditions. What are these fundamental currents?"
she pondered."''
In her working plan, as she sketched it in her notebook. Lane
declared that she would not use historical material as such;
rather, "I will write about today as it has emerged from the past
and goes into the future." Her American novel would address the
question, "What is a framework for chaos?" Structurally, she envisioned that "each volume should include [the] Farmer, however
vaguely & subordinated, and some aspect of Industry
Interaction of characters is the knitting-together of volumes. Each volume must be complete in itself, main characters in one volume appearing as subsidiary but plot-essential characters in the other
volumes."^^
The concept of the Pioneer, Lane decided, would be essential to
her writing plan. In her interpretation, the American pioneer was
"Anti-Aristocratic,... Because he was typically the poor man . . .
without ability to rise from the mass, and his westward movement was largely escape
He had some physical courage and
he was forced to physical endurance (or killed by frontier conditions). . . . Pioneers completed the wreck of tradition, of the sense
of past-and-future, of the concept of moral responsibility. Thereafter American life became almost wholly chaotic, merely a
scramble for immediate material advantage."^^
While her notebooks recorded the themes, the structural plan,
and the clearly thought-out socioeconomic underpinnings of her
American novel project, her journal was the confidante to which
Lane imparted the project's importance. On 25 June 1933, she
wrote; "AH these days & weeks I am trying to work out my novel.
The complications are terrific, they overwhelm me; I am not even
sure where the choices are, and if I found them, have I the character, the courage, to make them? —to be clear"} I want to make a
big, popular success. Last night the 60,000 sale of South Moon
Under gave me a pang of real anguish. If ever I write my beautiful great novel and no one cares, I will be so Auri —and as always,
coward that I am, I shrink from risking, I 'hedge my bets,' as
Floyd [Dell] said."^*
51. Rose Wilder Lane Notebook, 11 Jan. 1933, Diaries & Notes Series #51, Lane
Papers.
52. Ibid.
53. Ibid.
54. Lane Journal, 1933, 25 June 1933.
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Rose Wilder Lane was not destined to pen her "beautiful great
novel" —at least, not as she originally envisioned it in 1933. Some
of her later works, both in fiction and nonfiction," did utilize the
concepts she had hoped to weave into the fabric of her contemporary American novel. But Lane's "novel in many volumes, an
enormous canvas," her "knitting-together of volumes," each
"complete in itself," with main characters from one volume appearing in other volumes, never became the series the author
longed to write. Instead, the entire concept took form in a writing
career that was ripe for shaping. Perhaps because Lane did not
really take her mother's "juveniles" or her own work on them
very seriously at this time, she was able to work out her own concepts, without fear of failure, in the shaping of her mother's novels for children. For Rose Wilder Lane's dream of a multivolumed
American novel was eventually realized, not in her own work, but
on a much smaller scale in the "Little House" series by her
mother, Laura Ingalls Wilder.
Three years after Lane had struggled with her grand design,
Laura Ingalls Wilder would tell an admiring audience that before
she began to write her second book. Farmer Boy, she had pondered over effective methods to use in presenting her childhood
memories in book form. "I have . . . to my surprise," Wilder explained to the Mountain Grove (Missouri) Sorosis Club in 1936,
"discovered that I have led a very interesting life. Perhaps none
of us realize how interesting life is until we begin to look at it
from that point of view."" In 1936, Laura Ingalls Wilder had
three published books to her credit, and as an established novelist, she was reflecting on the beginnings of her career. Just as her
daughter had recognized and determined to use her skills as a
writer to their fullest potentials in 1932 and 1933, Wilder suggested that those were the years in which she also awoke to her
own rich store of memories as future writing material. Similarly,
Wilder told another audience in 1937 that in summarizing her pioneer childhood mentally, she had recognized her unique and authentic fund of Americana to be the raw materials for future forays into the professional world of writing. "I began to think," she
said, "what a wonderful childhood I had had. How I had seen the
55. Rose Wilder Lane's The Discovery of Freedom INew York: John Day Co.,
1943) examined the struggle of man versus authority and investigated the American pioneer's struggle against the restraints of control.
56. Laura Ingalls Wilder, "My Work" (speech manuscript), 1936, Laura Ingalls
Wilder Papers, Laura Ingalls Wilder Home Association, Mansfield. Mo. (this collection is hereafter cited as Wilder Papers).
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whole frontier, the woods, the Indian country of the great plains,
the frontier towns, the building of railroads in wild, unsettled
country, homesteading and farmers coming in to take possession.
I realized that I had seen and lived it all —all the successive
phases of the frontier, first the frontiersman, then the pioneer,
then the farmers and the towns. Then I understood that in my
own life I represented a whole period of American history. That
the frontier was gone and agricultural settlements had taken its
place when I married a farmer. It seemed to me that my childhood
had been much richer and more interesting than that of children
today, even with all the modern inventions and improvements."
As she prepared to write her second book, the author claimed; "I
wanted the children now to understand more about the beginning
of things to know what is behind the things they see —what it is
that made America as they know it. Then I thought of writing the
story of my childhood in several volumes —a seven-volume historical novel for children covering every aspect of the American
frontier
I was told that such a thing had never been done
before; that a novel of several volumes was only for grown-ups.
When I told my daughter, R. W. L., about it she said it would be
unique, that a seven-volume novel for children had never been
written.""
And so, Laura Ingalls Wilder's remembered efforts to settle
upon a master plan to structure her own story material bear an
uncanny similarity to Rose Wilder Lane's plan for her American
novel. They also resemble the themes that Lane had suggested to
her mother as early as 1919.^^ Back in 1932 and 1933, however, as
the second book in Wilder's series was being created, it was actually Rose Wilder Lane who was struggling to wrench out a working plan for an American novel. Sitting at her desk in the sleeping
porch at Rocky Ridge farmhouse, she confided her fears and
doubts to her journal on 26 June 1933: "Yesterday I worked out
the basic plan of the novel —ten books, and suddenly I was overwhelmed with despair. I knew I haven't the powers to do such a
thing, and saw myself as the absurd & piteous ambition that attempts and fails to do more than it can. I saw the cheap, thin, wob57. Laura Ingalls Wilder, Detroit Bookweek Speech. LIW Series, Lane Papers.
This speech was especially prepared for presentation at Children's Book Week festivities sponsored by the J. L. Hudson Department Store in Detroit in 1937. This
presentation was Wilder's single appearance as a celebrated author in the popular
"book fair" setting so common in the 1930s.
58. Lane to Wilder, 11 Apr. 1919, LIW Series. Lane Papers. See Anderson. "Literary Apprenticeship of Laura Ingalls Wilder," p. 313.
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bling work that will come of all this effort —the smiles of critics
and the blank incomprehension of readers. All the rest of the day
I was sunk. Now I think that at bottom I was simply afraid of appearing ridiculous. It's a cheap vanity in me, never to attempt big
work, so that I can always say I didn't (try and) fail.""
Across the ridge, in the new house, Laura Ingalls Wilder pondered over memories that she considered "altogether too good to
be lost."^" Glowing reviews of Lane's Let the Hurricane Roar,
with its successful use of a portion of the family store of reminiscences, were still coming in. Wilder, who had the firsthand pioneer experiences, nevertheless had to wait for her daughter's attention to focus again on her career. Without Lane's help. Mama
Bess's memories would not be spun into publishable form under
her own name; this fact both mother and daughter knew. Rose
Wilder Lane, for her part, was beginning to find her grandiose
plan for a broad, sociological-economical-agrarian panorama a bit
too ambitious for the depression society of the 1930s; for many,
America was now a failed dream. Lane's self-doubts and indifferent health also contributed to her inability to tackle the grand
scheme.
Out of this time period and these tensions, at some unrecorded
point, Laura Ingalls Wilder and her daughter Rose Wilder Lane
at last forged the restless and enduring team that merged
mother's and daughter's keenest respective talents. Together,
they adopted Lane's plan for an American novel, honed down to a
simpler, yet representative, struggle of one man's family seeking
the free land America offered in the last phases of the American
expansionist movement. The raw material, the recollections,
were Laura Ingalls Wilder's contribution. The literary skills, the
savoir-faire, were the talents offered by Rose Wilder Lane. The
result was the overall theme and structure that, by 1937, became
the working plan of the "Little House" books.
Before this merger of ideas actually took place and Laura Ingalis Wilder resumed the story of her own family —Pa and Ma,
sisters Mary, Carrie, and herself, all lovingly introduced to readers via Little House in the Big Woods —she wrote and published
a book that had no real connection with the "seven-volume historical novel" that would follow her own family's history. The book
was Farmer Boy, an account of her husband's ninth year on a
59. Lane Journal, 1933, 26 June 1933.
60. Wilder to Alvilda J. Sorenson, 10 Dec. 1936, in recipient's personal collection.
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northern New York State farm near Maione just after the Civil
War. Like Little House in the Big Woods, the volume was cadenced in a one-year round of seasons whose flavors were tied to
farm family life. Unlike Little House, the author did not rely on
life as she knew it for the story line and historical backdrop. Instead, she utilized the recollections, characterizations, descriptions, and interpretations of growing up in the Adirondacks as
supplied by Almanzo Wilder, her husband of nearly fifty years.
This idea, too, had a parallel in the story plans of Rose Wilder
Lane.
Of the three Wilders who lived on Rocky Ridge Farm, Almanzo
("Manly") Wilder was by far the most ambiguous of the family
trio. Mild-mannered, deliberate, acquiescent to the stronger force
of his wife's lively temperament. Manly Wilder was a good farmer, a lover of nature and the woods, a keen judge of horseflesh,
and a man who enjoyed an occasional cigar and a weekly game of
billiards when he went into Mansfield. "Almanzo Wilder was one
of the finest men I have ever known," was the pronouncement of
Orel Dennis, the Mansfield boy who worked alongside the owner
of Rocky Ridge in 1911, during the last stages of construction of
the farmhouse there.*"'
Helen Boylston also developed a strong affection for the male
Wiider's endearing character when she joined the family unit
during the late 1920s. "He was a lamb!" declared Boylston in
1981. "He was a sweet, hag-ridden soul
he was a darling, and
he was witty.... a good, kind, sweet, intelligent, patient man,...
who was the most expert curser that I ever heard in my life!...
My Lord! I thought I knew all the words, but he knew more."
Laura Wilder, Boylston recalled, "nagged him, and yelled at him,
howled at him, and adored him. That he knew, t o o . . . . he told me
once,... 'I knew when I married her she had a temper
She
still does
You just get used to those things.' ""^
Being surrounded by strong-minded females became part of
Almanzo Wiider's lifestyle. When discussions between his wife
and daughter became alternately too dull or too heated for his liking, he "used to go up in the cornfield and disappear among the foliage up there," Boylston remembered."^ At other times, he retreated to the barn or to his workshop, where he loved to tinker
61. Quoted in Mary D. Wade. "The House Almanzo Wilder Built—with Help,"
Laura Ingalls Wilder Lore 5. no. 2 (Fall-Winter 1979): 5.
62. Interview with Boylston.
63. Ibid.
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and occupy himself with woodworking. Only occasionally did irritation surface when his house was filled with conclaves of Lane's
literary friends, including the novelist Catharine Brody, radio
celebrity Mary Margaret McBride, Ladies Home Journal editor
Geneviève Parkhurst, groups of staff writers from the Springfield (Missouri) News and Leader, and the ever-present Troub. At
such times, Boylston recalled, "Mr. Wilder used to sit and grumble," saying: " 'Anybody couldn't go to the John to save their life.
There was always some hen on.'... Oh, some of his expres111 health may have contributed to Almanzo Wilder's retiring
demeanor. A robust farm boy in upstate New York and later in
Spring Valley, Minnesota, he struck out as a young homesteader
in 1879 to file on two sections of homestead land near De Smet,
Dakota Territory. A dashing horseman, he became the hero of the
Hard Winter of 1880-1881 when he and a friend saved the settle64. Ibid.

%^».
The lone male in the Rocky Ridge households, Almanzo ¡"Manly") Wilder was a mildmannered and retiring man who liked horses and farming. His memories of his youth
provided raw materials for the writings of both his wife and daughter.
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ment from starvation through a successful search for wheat
across the wintry prairie. He was a prosperous homesteader
when he married Laura Ingalls in 1885. Only the effects of diphtheria and a stroke (which his daughter later guessed was actually an attack of polio) succeeded in sapping his strength permanently and leaving him with a limp.
The Wilders' move to the Missouri Ozarks in 1894 had been a
plan centering on Almanzo Wilder's poor health. The small-scale
farming there and a climate milder than Dakota's were both seen
as potential benefits for him and his weakened constitution. With
his wife's help, he built up a successful fruit and dairy farm, constructed the farmhouse in various stages, and operated a dray
and oil-delivery service that supplemented scanty farm returns
at the century's beginning. Despite the eventual success of his
two hundred acres, he once remarked sadly to his daughter, "My
life has been mostly disappointments."**^
"And how was it with Almanzo Wilder, living obscurely in the
shadows of two famous women?" wondered Bury My Heart at
Wounded Knee author Dee Ellis Brown."* The question is a valid
one, and the answer seems simple: Almanzo Wilder coped openmindedly with a daughter whose life to him was unconventional,
and he bent easily and uncomplainingly to the sputtering of his
spirited wife. And both Laura Wilder and Rose Lane loved him
dearly, admired him, and saw in him all the admirable, quietly heroic qualities of the American agrarian they both aspired to portray in their writings. In fact, the same, almost-fawning hero worship that prompted Rose Wilder Lane to produce biographical
portraits of both Herbert Hoover and Henry Ford as Horatio
Alger-like characters prompted her to outline her father's life in
fiction form for a book she planned to title "A Son of the Soil." At
the beginning of her career as a San Francisco feature writer,
Lane had interviewed fruit growers in the Napa Valley and produced a "Soldiers of the Soil" serial for the San Francisco Bulletin. She had always prided herself on being a "mid-western farmer's daughter," and as Almanzo Wilder's daughter, she next
sought to fictionalize his life.

65. Almanzo Wilder, responses to questionnaire prepared by Rose Wilder Lane,
p. 12, Manuscript — Resource Material Free Land, Lane Papers. In researching her
1938 novel Free Land, Lane prepared a fifteen page typed questionnaire that her
father filled in by hand.
66. Dee Ellis Brown. "Finding Pastoral Gold in the Hidden Hills of Rural Missouri and Arkansas," Chicago Tribune, 1 Apr. 1984.
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Three typed pages of Lane's prewriting for "A Son of the Soil"
still exist, and they reflect a fairly detailed outline for a book
manuscript. The plan retained a close connection to the actual
Wilder family history she had heard all her life. Tbe book divisions followed her father's geographical peregrinations from
"Back East" to "Out West" to "Down South" and finally to "The
Ozarks."*"' In her outline notes for the Ozarks section. Lane
seemed to clinch her theme for the proposed book, as well as summarize her father's life: "Take it all along the line, hard times and
failure, yet look what he has, and any man could do as well or better.""® In her typed notes. Lane caught the essence of her father's
slow, deliberate, observant personality in quotations she collected for the characterization she planned to draw in the book:
"My father says: 'Humans are a lot like the other animals, I've
noticed it all my life. And the more you notice the animals, the
more you see they're like humans —you'd be surprised.' "*^
Reflecting her father's keen appreciation of nature's simple offerings are Lane's notations of his remembrances of New York
wintergreen berries. "Never was anything so good," Lane recorded him saying. "Best time to gather them, on first warm day
in spring, when the snow began to run —not to melt, to run. But
they were good until May, even in corn-planting time. Often used
to leave the team standing in the rows and skin into the woods to
pick wintergreen berries
Bunch-berries, too. There was so
much difference that bunch-berries tasted a little flat. But the advantage of buncb-berries was this; they [grew] on a little stem,
three or four inches high, straight up; berries bunched at the top
of it, tight as a bunch of grapes. Put 'em in your mouth and pulled
out the stem, left mouth full of berries. Take a kid, he could get
away with a lot of berries that way."'"
In attempting to capture local color for "A Son of the Soil,"
Lane also queried her father about the swimming hole so dear to
him and many another American farm boy. His childhood memories were remarkably vivid and full of the moment. Of the Trout
67. Almanzo Wilder was born in Malone, New York, in 1857. He traveled with
his family to live at Spring Valley. Minnesota, in 1874; farmed at Marshall, Minnesota, in 1879; homesteaded in Dakota during the 1880s; traveled with his brother in
a peddler's wagon to the southern states in 1884; moved to Florida briefly with his
wife and child in 1890; and settled in the Ozarks in 1894.
68. Rose Wilder Lane. Notes for "A Son of the Soil," Manuscript Series, Lane
Papers.
69. Ibid.
70. Ibid.
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River across from the Wilder farmhouse between Malone and
Burke, New York, Almanzo told Lane: "It was a trout-steam, cold
springs every few yards. But paddling around in the pool above
the falls, part of your body in the sunshine, wasn't so bad. Going
downstream, solid rock from bank to bank, slippery under the
water, sharp drop of a few inches every foot or so; it was like a
shingle-roof. About a hundred feet of it, and if you slipped there,
you were a goner. Scrabble and clutch, couldn't get a toe-hold nohow, the rock so slick, and you so slick in the water; no shoes to

The picturesque Trout River flowed near Almamo Wilder's childhood home
in upstate New York.

catch on a nail, nor nothing. You'd go over, plump down fifteen
feet into the water, that cold water, all churning under the fall.
Cold. Kids, of course, used to go down far as they could; some
could get clean to the edge and back again without falling. When
you went over then some of the others'd get to laughing so, they'd
go down. Went over there four or five times. Gosh! Sure was a
happy childhood."^'
71. Ibid.

• T
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Although Rose Wilder Lane's working plans to create a novel
about her father were fairly well mapped out, and the detailed
raw material that Almanzo provided was a rich cache, "A Son of
the Soil" never developed beyond conversations and notes. Later,
Lane made her father the likeable, resourceful young homesteader-hero of her 1938 serial and best-seller Free Land. Like
Lane's cherished dream of an "American novel in many books,"
"A Son of the Soil" ultimately became the project of her mother
in her children's novel Farmer Boy.
Laura Ingalls Wilder had included her husband in her writings
since her beginnings as a writer and country journalist. Readers
of the Missouri Ruralist knew her as "Mrs. A. J. Wilder," the
cheery, optimistic editor of the Home Department, but they also
knew her as the wife of "The Man of the Place," the persona created for Almanzo in his wife's many references throughout her
years of contributing home-related and farm-geared columns to
the Ruralist pages. In one of her earliest submissions to the
Ruralist, Laura Wilder even used her husband's "A. J. Wilder" as
her own by-line ("The Story of Rocky Ridge Farm," published in
the 22 July 1911 issue). Though A. J. Wilder was credited with
the creation of the feature on his farm, it is evident that Laura
wrote the piece, using her husband's voice as narrator. The writing style is clearly comparable with other Laura Wilder articles
of the same period, and the quality of "The Story of Rocky Ridge
Farm" far exceeds Almanzo Wiider's general communication
skills. Bringing her husband's character, his name, and his likeness into print was a long-standing practice used by Laura Wilder
during her years of regional writing. More than once, when she
was hard-pressed to provide a personal experience as the backbone of a column, she shifted to a viewpoint or an anecdote of
Almanzo Wiider's.
The Farmer Boy project of the early 1930s, then, was merely a
continuation of Laura Ingalls Wiider's practice of relying on her
husband for story material. Almanzo's cooperation with the writing of Farmer Boy was imperative, for his wife had never seen
Malone, New York, or the farm of his birth and childhood. Nor
had the "farmer boy" himself ever returned to the locale after
leaving there as a young teen-ager when his family migrated to
Minnesota. Although she had met the members of Almanzo's family when she was a young adult, Laura Ingalls Wilder had no personal observations from the childhoods of her husband and his
siblings that would be fundamental to the creation of Farmer
Boy. The characterizations, the settings, the knowledge of coUo-
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From 1911 through the 19S0s, Laura Ingalls Wilder of Rocky Ridge Farm was a
successful farm woman and contributor to farm-oriented publications. Her
daughter pleaded with her to spend time practicing her writing skills, but Wilder preferred to pick peas in her garden.

quial dialogue, and the anecdotes vital in establishing a plot all
needed to be gleaned directly from Almanzo Wilder if his wife's
second book was to take shape. Laura Ingalls Wilder, however,
knew her husband's tendency to be close-mouthed about himself
and realized that persistence would be needed in gathering the
material she required to spin a tale of a long-ago boyhood. "As for
getting Manly to tell what some one said — have you heard of oysters?" she quipped in a later comment about her husband's reticence.'^ As Almanzo himself explained to Lane, "I am a poor hand
to tell a story, much less to write it."''^
Among Laura Ingalls Wilder's papers is a largely denuded
orange "Fifty-Fifty" school tablet consisting of a few pages that
reflect the prewriting process she utilized for Farmer Boy. Her
notes are as scanty and tenuous as Lane's were confident and
complete in plans for "A Son of the Soil." Topics Wilder thought
72. Laura Ingalls Wilder to Rose Wilder Lane, 20 Mar. 1937, LIW Series, Lane
Papers. This twelve-page letter was started by Almanzo and finished by Laura.
73. Almanzo Wilder to Rose Wilder Lane, ibid.
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to incorporate in the scheme of the book include "Hop-raising"
and "Potato starch factory at Burke." An alternate ending for the
manuscript, which is closer to the one actually adopted, along
with a two-and-one-half-page "Insert" describing the potato
starch factory owned by Almanzo's Uncle Andrew Day are scribbled on the pages of her tablet.^* The lack of written preliminary
interview material with her husband may indicate that Wilder
used her own memory of Almanzo's often-told tales of his boyhood, or that she simply relied upon his close proximity for verbal
information as she worked over the draft of Farmer Boy.
There is no extant written documentation by Almanzo Wilder
to show that he penned material helpful to either his wife or his
daughter in their early writings. In fact, among the thousands of
penciled and typed pages of manuscript material and letters that
comprise the documentation of Laura Ingalls Wilder's and Rose
Wilder Lane's lives, only a handful of letters from Almanzo
exists, all written in the late 1930s and addressed to Lane, who
was living in New York at the time. Almanzo Wilder subscribed
to the notion that correspondence and written communication
were the realm of the female spouse, and only when Lane specifically asked him to supply information she needed in writing Free
Land (1938) did her father take pencil in hand and laboriously
compose a letter. The sole contribution, other than verbal ones,
that Almanzo made to the background research for Farmer Boy
was three pages of house plans and diagrams of the barns and
outbuildings on the Wilder farm in Malone.'^ The diagrams were
inestimable aids to Laura Ingalls Wilder in creating the setting of
Farmer Boy, and they are fascinating today since all the Wilder
farm buildings, except the house itself, have disappeared in the
ravages of time and lightning storms.
What travail led to the neat pencil draft of Farmer Boy written
by Laura Ingalls Wilder from the sketchy few pages of plans can
only be imagined by the researcher today. Likewise, no scrap of
correspondence between mother and daughter exists to suggest
how Rose Wilder Lane's first editing of her mother's draft manuscript developed. With Wilder and Lane living less than a mile
apart on the farm, it is obvious —and evident from Lane's diary
entries —that discussions of technique and revisions were accom74. Laura Ingalls Wilder, working tablet for Farmer Boy, Wilder Papers.
75. Laura Ingalls Wilder, handwritten manuscript oí Farmer Boy, Tablet No. 1,
Wilder Papers.
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Almamo Wilder contributed to the writing of Farmer Boy by providing sketches of
the buildings and grounds of his family's New York farm.
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plished via the telephone or over the teacups at Rocky Ridge
farmhouse or at the new house across the ridge.
Although her speeches of the late 1930s and her press interviews of the 1940s and 1950s indicated that her second and subsequent books were written only because readers oî Little House in
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During much of her Ufe, Rose Wilder Lane simultaneously kept numerous
diaries, journals, and notebooks that detailed her writing plans, gardening
projects, house guests, and financial dealings, among other things. Her
Line-A-Day diaries, which she kept faithfully during the 1926-1935 period,
briefly recorded the comings and goings at Rocky Ridge, the weather, and
Lane's activity and attitude for each day.
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the Big Woods enthusiastically demanded more of her work,
Laura Ingalls Wilder actually commenced work on Farmer Boy
months before Little House made its debut in April of 1932. The
first reference to Farmer Boy occurs in Rose Wilder Lane's diary
of 6 March 1932, a Sunday during which she "worked on Farmer
Boy, one page,"^*^ before being interrupted by visitors, a dinner invitation, and a sick dog. From its inception. Farmer Boy seemed
plagued by delays and slow progress typical of that March Sunday that had yielded a single page of revision for the usually prolific and swift Rose Wilder Lane.
While a March 1932 diary memorandum indicates that Farmer
Boy was Lane's main undertaking for the month, not until 9 May
did she mention the book project again. "Worked copying Farmer
Boy," Lane remarked on the same day that the disappointing
news reached her that her own story, "Traveling Man," had been
rejected by the Saturday Evening Post. Throughout May, chapters of Farmer Boy were regularly completed, but on 3 June,
Lane morosely wrote; "Mother here for breakfast. In despair,
began copying Farmer Boy. The thing has me stopped. Brain
won't function."" All month. Lane worked doggedly on her
mother's material and career while ignoring her own. She toiled
away at Farmer Boy and sent completed chapter samples of the
book to Vertie A. Coyne, editor of Si. Nicholas Magazine, hoping
that short story samplings from Farmer Boy appearing in the
popular children's monthly would generate publicity and income.^"
While she concentrated on Farmer Boy, Lane continued to mull
over a suggestion from her agent for her own work. Early in the
spring of 1932, the Saturday Evening Post had indicated an interest in a "pioneer article" by Rose Wilder Lane. The ever-encouraging, genial George Bye was delighted when Lane finally provided him with a précis of a story she hoped might sell as a serial
entitled "The Hard Winter." She felt certain that she had a story
— she had heard her family discuss "the hard winter" of 18801881 since her childhood. As she explained to George Bye, the
story idea was "just a simple record of De Smet, Dakota Territory, during the winter known as The Hard Winter in pioneer history. My father, mother, and mother's parents were there. A hundred men, women and children survived seven months in temper76. Lane Diary, 193M935, 6 Mar. 1932.
77. Ibid.. entry dates specified in the text.
78. Ibid.. 14 June 1932; Vertie A. Coyne to George Bye. 14 Dec. 1932. Brown Collection; Coyne to Lane, 9 Nov. 1932. Wilder Papers. Si. Nicholas paid forty dollars
to use the chapter entitled "Keeping House."
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atures around 40 below zero, without adequate food, fuel, light,
and survived without losing humor, courage, hope, or one bit of
self-reliant individualism. There was plenty of friendliness, but
not a trace even of 'community spirit.' "'''*
"Gee, golly, I was glad to hear from you," wrote George Bye
when he received Lane's "Hard Winter" story plan.^° Despite the
agent's prediction that the Saturday Evening Post would buy it,
editor Graeme Lorimer demurred, saying that due to depression
economics, "There would be no chance . . . of a series, as at present with issues below normal size, we are trying to give our readers as much variety as possible.""' Lane's project to relieve her
own financial straits and interrupt the frustration she felt with
the Farmer Boy material had to be filed away. Like her American
novel plan and like "A Son of the Soil," "The Hard Winter" would
eventually become a project of her mother's. Eight years later.
Rose Wilder Lane's story plan became the Laura Ingalls Wilder
book entitled The Long Winter.
By this time, "Let the Hurricane Roar" was also spinning itself
out on Lane's typewriter in the upstairs sleeping porch at Rocky
Ridge, competing with "The Hard Winter" idea and the revisions
on Farmer Boy. Lane had pinned a great deal of her professional
and financial hopes on this pioneer romance, and it probably explains why the editing of Farmer Boy was not going well. "Let
the Hurricane Roar" would, within months, become the Saturday
Evening Post fiction serial that editors there originally felt they
could not use. In this incredibly busy period, but before anything
had yet been sold. Lane also finished the revision job on her mother's Farmer Boy manuscript. By mid-August 1932, she presented
the typescript to her mother with vast relief and wrote in her
diary, "Desperately know I must do a story that will sell."^^ Ominously, to her journal, she remarked, "I have finished my
mother's juvenile. Farmer Boy, ready to be sent to Harpers and I
have not a great deal of faith in it either."^^
79. "The Hard Winter," synopsis included in letter. Rose Wilder Lane to
George Bye, 30 July 1932, Brown Collection. In this synopsis, as in her novel Let
the Hurricane Roar, written at this same time. Lane was anxiously pointing out to
readers that she sensed an increasing forfeit of self-containment and individual effort as a result of the rigors of the depression. She saw this trend as a danger and
hoped to illustrate the alternative by using strong self reliant themes in her fiction.
The approaching New Deal was the last straw for her, and the remainder of her
writing career and lifetime was spent pointing accusing fingers at regimentation.
80. Bye to Lane, 3 Aug. 1932, Lane Papers.
81. Bye to Lane, 9 Aug. 1932, Lane Papers.
82. Lane Diary, 1931-1935, 16 Aug. 1932.
83. Lane Journal, 1932, 17 Aug. 1932.
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Rose Wilder Lane's lack of confidence in the draft of Farmer
Boy that she and her mother had written was well founded. On 22
September 1932, while accolades were still generous for Wilder's
Little House in the Big Woods, word came that Harper and
Brothers refused Farmer Boy as it was written and asked for a
complete rewrite.^* Fortunately, a week before the unpleasant rejection arrived, "Let the Hurricane Roar" sold to the Saturday
Evening Post to appear as a serial. The three-thousand-dollar
price tag was disappointing to Rose Lane, but it was definitely
welcomed in her precarious financial situation.
Her mother was anxious for her daughter-editor-agent's attention to focus immediately on Farmer Boy's troubles, but Lane had
planned a long trip through the upper Midwest, Canada, upstate
New York, and finally. New York City. She left in October and
was away from Rocky Ridge nearly three months, during which
84. Une Diary, 1931-1935, 22 Sept. 1932.

In the fall of 1932, Lane traveled to New York City and upstate New York,
touring the boyhood home of her father before returning to Missouri and the
editing of her mother's novel Farmer Boy, which had been rejected by Harper
and Brothers in September.
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time Farmer Boy languished. Perhaps sensing that it was important for her to visit her parents' childhood settings. Lane's route
to New York included stops at her mother's girlhood home of
Burr Oak, Iowa, her father's teen-age home at Spring Valley, Minnesota, and —most important with respect to Farmer Boy —ihe
Wilder farmplace near Malone, New York. In Malone, Lane found
the Wilder farmstead, toured the still-standing house and the
countryside, and even located old Mrs. Paddock, who remembered the Wilder family clearly."^ Although she did not record it
in her journal. Lane undoubtedly absorbed some positive benefit
by visiting the scene of the story she knew awaited her attention
back in Missouri. Early in 1933, after she had returned to Rocky
Ridge and settled in for the winter, she once again tackled Farmer Boy.
Harper and Brothers were avid for another Laura Ingalls Wilder title to appear on their fall 1933 list while the interest in Little House in the Big Woods was still strong. Harper's children's
department wrote to Wilder, asking for a revised Farmer Boy,
and Lane's diary of 19 January 1933 mentions her mother's visit
for tea and a discussion of her manuscript. Several days later.
Lane was once again at work on the manuscript. By 2 February,
she was noting that she had "finished pen-revise oi Farmer Boy."
A month later on 2 March, she had "finished Farmer Boy."""
The work on her mother's career and the frustration of revamping Farmer Boy was the subject of Lane's journal unbosomings on 25 January 1933: "There's a curious half-angry reluctance
in my writing for other people. I say to myself that whatever
earnings there may be are all in the family. Also I seize upon this
task as an excuse to postpone my own work. But there can be no
genuine pleasure in generosity to my mother who resents it and
does not trouble to conceal resentment. Generosity stripped of all
selfish pleasure should be left pure generosity. In fact, it also
becomes resentment. Suggesting that there is actually no such
thing as pure generosity.""'
"Mama Bess had very good story ideas, but then she couldn't
write for sour apples
And Rose wrote like nobody's
business.""" Helen Boylston's simple summation of the respective
talents of the Wilder women is an offhanded comment, but it car85. Lane to Almanzo and Laura Wilder, series of post cards. Oct.-Dec. 1932.
LIW Series. Lane Papers.
86. Lane Diary, 1931-1935, entry dates specified in the text.
87. Lane Journal. 1933. 25 Jan. 1933.
88. Interview with Boylston.
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ries a strong and important impression of the earliest years of the
collaboration between mother and daughter. One of the team possessed the experiences and impressions; the other responded
with the structure, the professional skill, and the marketing ability. Their experiences with the failure of the first version of Farmer Boy sharply focused a mutual need. As a storyteller, Laura Ingails Wilder continued a long oral tradition of spinning a tale, a
family trait present in her father, her sisters, and passed on to
her daughter. Making the transition from storyteller to writer of
stories was a process that Wilder had not mastered at the time of
Farmer Boy's first submission.
In an examination of the original penciled Farmer Boy manuscript that is now the only extant source for study, it is evident
that Wilder's well-developed ability to "tell a good story""" clashed with the need to translate the material into written form for a
children's audience. Several of the characteristics of Farmer Boy
in this original draft indicate that too much material that would
lend itself well only to storytelling was retained in the manuscript. The result was a need to streamline the story material so
that it did not become fulsome and interfere with the seasonal
one-year time span of the book. It was this streamlining process
that Rose Wilder Lane accomplished for her mother in the second
revision. In the process of revamping Farmer Boy, Lane was also
able to delete emotions not appropriate for a children's story, material that appeared too regional or localized, and data that simply veered away from a compact plot line. In tracing these revisions, we can study Wiider's penciled draft in comparison with
the published novel.""
Early in the story line of Farmer Boy, a group of bullies from
"Hardscrabble Hill" plot to drive out a young teacher from
Almanzo's school. Wilder's handwritten version of the conflict between students and teacher includes a far more brutal and extended scene of the clever schoolmaster's whipping of the reprobates. The destructive features of the whip are lovingly discussed, and Wilder clearly alludes to revenge as the teacher's motive, which would immediately be objectionable to a children's
editor. Wilder originally wrote in Farmer Boy that Almanzo
"heard Mr. Corse . . . telling Father that he had taken the school
89. Ibid.
90. The first revised manuscript that Lane produced in the summer of 1932 is
apparently no longer extant, but an early penciled draft in Wilder's hand is still
available in the Wilder Papers at Mansfield, Mo. Whether the draft is Wilder's
first or one done after the Harper's rejection is unknown.
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Laura Ingalls Wilder used a pencil and lined school tablets to create this t;uí-¿^ t/ro/í ü^
Farmer Boy. From this point. Rose Wilder Lane did the typing rewriting. aTiii polishing
that produced tke published book.
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just for the sake of the chance to punish the boys who had killed
his friend. He said he would finish the term and then go back to
the good job he had left in Malone. He would not take the school
again."^' In addition, Wilder's manuscript tells the whole story in
one unbroken expository section. The published version, reflecting Lane's editing, breaks the episode up with dialogue and homely detail, building suspense over four chapters.
While her daughter assisted in reorganizing the story and redirecting certain characterizations within Fanner Boy, Wilder herself had already limited the group of story characters by excluding two of Almanzo's siblings from the story. The six Wilder children were reduced to four: Royal, Eliza Jane, Almanzo, and Alice;
the oldest sister, Laura Ann, and the youngest brother, Perley
Day, were never mentioned even in the early draft of Farmer
Boy. Aunts, uncles, cousins, neighbors, and their sideline stories
were also frequently deleted from Farmer Boy during the transition between Wilder's handwritten manuscript and the 266-page
typed, revised manuscript that Lane finally produced,'*^
In the diminishing of characters familiar to Almanzo in the
Malone countryside of the 1860s, fascinating local color was necessarily sacrificed in the need to remain focused on Almanzo as
the main protagonist. Neighbors Mr. and Mrs. Wood, who were
not mentioned in the final draft oí Farmer Boy, were described in
careful detail in Wilder's original draft of the book:
"One night, Mr and Mrs Wood came over to sit awhile. Mrs Wood really came to get the pattern of Mother's Flower Garden quilt, but she must
see the blue and white bed coverlet Mother was weaving. Then they
must sample the new cider and what with this and that, it was late when
they started home, all of nine o'clock anyway.
As Mr Wood opened the door a cold breath filled the room. "I declair,"
Father said, "I do believe it is growing colder."
Mr Wood looked up at the stars, shining brightly, dampened his finger
and held it up, turning it this way and that, testing the wind and said, "If
the wind stays in the north it may stay clear, but if it shifts to the east I
shouldn't be surprised if it snowed before morning. "But then again," he
said with a wise air, "It may not. If the wind should change a leetle mite
more to the south and blow warmer, we're likely to have some more
warm weather."
"Wood! He always can tell the weather," Mrs Wood said proudly as
they closed the door behind them.
Mother laughed. "Yes," she said, "It will or it won't, that's flat!""
91. Laura Ingalls Wilder, handwritten manuscript of Former Boy, Tablet No. 1,
Wilder Papers.
92. This typed manuscript. Lane's second revision, is in the LIW Series of the
Lane Papers at the Hoover Library.
93. Wilder, handwritten manuscript oí Farmer Boy, Tablet No. 3.
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Such localized, regional material, eminently humorous and of
good storytelling quality for Laura Ingalls Wilder to use as entertainment around her fireplace at Rocky Ridge, was often written
into the fabric of Farmer Boy and written out in Lane's editing.
The Farmer Boy chapter entitled "Tin-Peddler" recounted the
visit of the jovial Nick Brown at the Wilder farm, but in writing of
the experience for children, the material needed to focus on the
peddler's important function as a source of goods on isolated
farms, rather than on his wealth of trivial gossip and neighbor-

The real James Wilder family of New York included two more children
than the fictional family in Farmer Boy contained. Excluded were sister
Laura Wilder, top right, and little brother Perley, bottom center. Appearing as characters in the book were Royal (bottom left), Almanzo, Eliza Jane,
and Alice (bottom right), along with their parents.

hood anecdotes. "Nick Brown knew all the news of the countryside and could tell stories and sing songs as long as anyone cared
to listen," Wilder originally wrote. Lane, however, found her
mother's detailed account of what the tin-peddler had to say too
unwieldy for a children's book and excised those passages that
could become tedious. Thus, the book itself does not contain this
extended detail;
At the supper table Mr Brown told the price of horses in New York,
where he had been to lay in his supply of tinware: He told how many
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bushels of potatoes Mr Robinson, the other side of Malone. had sold that
spring. He told all about Angetine Dayton eloping with Cass Hobart and
how her father had said she need never come back. And he told that a
new baby boy had come to the Townsand's on the North road. But
Almanzo didn't care so much for the news. He was in a hurry for the
story telling to begin.
When supper was over, they ail sat in the big warm kitchen, for the
weather had turned a little chilly.
"Been hard getting around this winter, way the roads have been blocked with snow,' Mr Brown said. "And that reminds me," he went on with a
chuckle. "I was at Townly school house at meeting one Sunday and, announcing the next meetings. Brother Rhodes said, "The snows are deep
on the roads between here an' there, and 1 don't know as I can get
through, but I will preach at the Warner school-house next Sunday, if the
Lord is willing. And I will preach at the Steel school-house the Sunday
after, whether or no for the roads will be traveled that way."
Everybody laughed. The story telling had begun and Almanzo listened
until long after his bedtime, going upstairs only when Mother insisted."*

This section, complete and interesting to today's scholar, is
bereft of graceful transition in the Farmer Boy manuscript, as
was Wilder's spatial description of the Wilder farmhouse.
Written into a chapter on springtime activities, the descriptive
passage showed Wilder's skill in recreating images and evoking
impressions as she wrote: "It was springtime in the mountains:
Lilac bushes were a mass of bloom; the ground was white with
wild strawberry blossoms, in the fence corners and in sunny
places in meadow and pasture. Little starry grass flowers, violets
and wind flowers were everywhere. Birds were singing and grass
was growing soft and green. The St. Lawrence river showed like
a streak of silver on the northern horizon and the forest trees on
the mt. slopes were a cloud of delicate green colors. Almanzo felt
very happy over it all. The freshness and sweetness of the outdoors and the cleanness and sweetness in the house seemed all a
part of the same thing."*^^
From this delicate, sensory description of the springtime countryside. Wilder then launched into an extended interior tour of
the Wilder farmhouse as Almanzo inspected each room, which
was freshly housecleaned. He found that the pleasant rooms
"seemed all a part of the same thing" he had exprienced outdoors.
For youthful readers, however, the room-by-room visit, describing each detail and furnishing, would soon grow tedious. Lane removed such passages without hesitation in her second attempt at
streamlining her mother's Farmer Boy. Similarly overhauled was
the conclusion of the book. Wilder had finished Farmer Boy with
the Wilder family's plan and preparation to move west to Spring
Valley, Minnesota. Her narrative drew on the actual history of
94. Ibid.. Tablet No. 2.
95. Ibid., Tablet No. 1.
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the move as related by Almanzo, describing the legal affairs, the
cost of the new farm, and how Father Wilder managed his land
dealings. Again, while such material is fascinating to historians
today. Rose Wilder Lane knew instinctively that young readers
would find such a recital of fact anticlimactic to a plot line that
had presented a vigorous farm boy involved in dozens of interesting and active occupations. The finish oí Farmer Boy was rewritten.
The editing of Farmer Boy perhaps best illustrates Helen Boylston's observation that "Rose knew her job" and "had a mind like
a razor blade." She wrote, said Boyiston, "like nobody's
business.'"*^ In her capacity as her mother's editor. Lane was creating the necessary transition from Laura Ingalls Wilder's
superb storytelling material to the polished children's classics.
Farmer Boy required the longest and most extensive revamping
of any of the eight "Little House" books, and the experience of
meeting Harper and Brother's specifications was perhaps the
turning point in the learning process encountered by Laura Ingalls Wilder and Rose Wilder Lane in the creation of children's
literature. For Lane, who admitted that her only familiarity with
96. Interview with Boylston.

Although the barris, ^skeds, and other buildings have succumbed tu weather
and hard usage, the original Wilder home near Malone, New York, is still
standing today.
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children's writing stretched back to her own turn-of-the-century
reading of such material, the revision of Farmer Boy signaled an
awareness of the unique craftsmanship demanded of children's
writers. It also spurred her interest in widening her own career
and entering the juvenile field herself. During the editing process, she wrote her agent that she hoped to resume foreign travel,
with a steady series of travel books to be the result. These books
would "tie up with a series of juveniles which I had already practically sold to Putnam's
Marian Fiery is hospitable to the
idea, and I know I can put it over."'' Neither her intense desire to
leave life at Rocky Ridge nor the notion of writing her own children's books became realities. Once again. Lane remained rooted
to the farm and to her own increasingly dynamic input in her
mother's books.
For Laura Ingalls Wilder, the Farmer Boy rejection had been
an important lesson in the nature of her dependency on her
daughter. Wilder had never experienced a refusal of any of her
submitted material to the farm journal market and was dismayed
when Farmer Boy did not repeat Little House in the Big Woods
in an overwhelming acceptance by Harpers. Farmer Boy forced
her to acknowledge that even her abundance of engrossing storytelling material needed the shaping and smooth plot development
that her daughter's experience as a novelist could provide. For
Wilder, her sureness as a superior raconteur was now combined
with a realization that the translating of her tales to successful
book form required a separate craftsmanship. Nearly a decade
earlier, her daughter had pleaded with her: "Dearest Mama Bess,
in some ways you're like a frolicsome dog that won't stand still to
listen
Please, please listen."''^ At the age of sixty-five, with
her intense desire to continue a career so admirably started with
Little House in the Big Woods, Laura Ingalls Wilder was at last
ready to "stand still to listen," and the crafting of her future
books would reveal the extent to which she was able to learn. At
work on her third book in April of 1933, Wilder was paying greater attention to characterization, dialogue, and drama and giving
less time to minute details and straight exposition.''^
Another part of Laura Ingalls Wiider's education as a writer
developed after Lane completed the final rewrite of Farmer Boy
on 2 March 1933 and it was accepted for publication by Harper
97. Lane to George Bye. 10 May 1932. Lane Papers.
98. Lane to Wilder. [Nov. 1924]. LIW Series. Lane Papers.
99. See Laura Ingalls Wilder, handwritten draft of Little House on tke Prairie,
Wilder Papers.
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and Brothers only two weeks later. The book that had caused Wilder and Lane so much toil became the subject of a contract dispute that resulted in a fifty-percent cut in royalties as compared
to the rate of returns that had rewarded Little House in the Big
Woods just a year earlier. March of 1933 was a month during
which national affairs teetered on the brink of disaster and citizens breathlessly watched for economic measures from the newly
inaugurated Franklin Roosevelt. "Bank holiday" became a common expression, and all through the bleak month, the Wilders
hung on radio reports and anxiously awaited their day-late newspapers for updates. As a decision on Farmer Boy was awaited
from New York, the elder Wilders and Lane gravely observed financial history being made. "All Missouri banks ordered closed
today," Lane noted in her Line-A-Day diary on 4 March. "Our
[New York] checks no good," she mentioned the next day, noting,
"This is a real panic." On 11 March, she reported, "business here
[in Mansfield] paralyzed." At month's end. Lane summed up happenings, saying, "Bank 'holiday' closed 30% of banks-Roosevelt
dictator, rushing legislation
Trade stagnant."'""
The uncertain economic climate quickly affected the Children's
Department of Harper and Brothers, and though Farmer Boy was
promptly accepted for fall publication, it was at an apologetic
fifty-percent decrease in royalties offered. "Farmer Boy sold, at
5% royalty — writing Bye about that tomorrow," Lane recorded
matter-of-factly."" Reviewing the offer in her letter to George
Bye, Lane wrote: "Ida Louise Raymond (Juveniles, Harper's)
writes my mother saying her new juvenile is not quite another
LITTLE HOUSE, 'but then that book set a very, very high standard, quite enough to have reached once in a lifetime. FARMER
BOY is excellent-different, sincere, authentic'"'°^ With these
words, Raymond, the sincere young editor assigned to the Wilder
manuscript, had sought to smooth the way to her announcement
that Harpers offered only half the royalty percentage it had
given Little House in the Big Woods. The reason, she claimed,
was the depression. Lane repeated Raymond's reasoning to
George Bye, citing "less money to manufacture the book," longer
text, and no possibility of offering a Literary Guild edition. The
upshot was Raymond's strategic question of whether or not the
author would accept a royalty of five percent up to three thou100. Lane Diary, 1931-1935, entry dates specified in the text.
101. Ibid., 19 Mar. 1933.
102. Lane to Bye, 20 Mar. 1933, Brown Collection.
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sand copies sold and ten percent after that. The percentage offer
was not uncommon during the lean times, Raymond had assured
Wilder, and no book that year was making more than five percent
no matter how well it sold.'"^
Rose Wilder Lane, toughened from a business career and from
having carved her niche as a professional writer by wielding a
machetelike force and a temper her friend Helen Boylston likened to a "maddened boa-constrictor,"""^ found the Harper offer
insidious. "It seems a rather dangerous precedent," she noted to
George Bye in the same letter, "and if publishers generally are
doing this, agents and authors must be taking some definite position about it." Nevertheless, she had infinite faith in her jovial
New York representative, and from her remote vantage point on
an Ozark hill, she needed to trust his judgement. She also felt
apologetic about requiring Bye's time for her mother's small
books and hoped that "over a period of years your office will
make enough from my mother's work to square the account."'"^
"Furthermore," she wrote a month later, "I shall always expect
you to slight a thing like that FARMER BOY contract with Harpers, any time you have something important to do. That's only
good business, and I like your office principally because it is a
good business office.""'^
Affable George Bye, as enthusiastic over a Laura Ingalls Wilder juvenile as he was over a Rose Wilder Lane fiction serial,
quickly investigated the Harper offer. Ida Louise Raymond
painted a picture of publisher woe to Bye, describing the juvenile
market as "at a low ebb," with "many authors of long standing"
consenting to five-percent royalties, and cited her "strict orders
not to go into debt" with Farmer Boy.'"' Calling on Raymond at
Harper's Forty-second Street office, the agent formed a favorable
impression of the children's editor, and with Rose Lane's carteblanche approval of his negotiations, he settled the Farmer Boy
contract with dispatch. Lane had written George Bye: "We
understand present marketing difficulties. My mother is willing
to concede everything she can, to help her publisher meet them.
She likes Harpers and wants to stay with them."'""
103. Ibid.
104. Interview with Boylston.
105. Lane to Bye, 20 Mar. 1933. Brown Collection.
106. Lane to Bye, 27 Apr. 1933, Brown Collection.
107. Bye to Lane, 29 Mar. 1933, LIW Series, Lane Papers.
108. Lane to Bye. 17 Apr. 1933, Brown Collection.
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author of'"LITTLE HOUSE IN THE BIG WOODS"

FARMER BOY

LAURA INCALLS WILDER
"Drawínqs hu. HELEN SEWELL
HARPER. &- B R O T H E R S • E S T A B L l f i H F . D 1 9 1 7

The dust jacket of
the first edition of
Farmer Boy featured a drawing by
illustrator Helen
Sewell Almanzo's
love of horses provided the theme
for the picture. Reproduced by permission of Harper
& Row Publishers,
Inc., from Farmer
Boy by Laura Ingalls Wilder, ©
1933 by Harper &
Brothers, © renewed 1961 by
Roger L.
MacBride.

By May, the Harper and Brothers contracts for Farmer Boy
were signed —at the five-percent royalty. Indeed, production of
the book was already in progress, with illustrator Helen Sewell
creating the drawings for the book. Ida Louise Raymond, whom
George Bye and his associate Jasper Spock found totally enamoring, informed them that publication date for Farmer Boy was 11
October 1933. The date was later changed to 8 November, just in
time for the crucial Children's Book Week exposure and
publicity.'""
While prepublication preparations for Farmer Boy were underway in New York, plans for new literary projects took shape on
Rocky Ridge Farm. Rose Lane had orders from the Saturday
Evening Post to investigate the American heartland for articles
on the status of wheat farming.'"* She departed the farm on an automobile trip through Oklahoma and Kansas, gathering grassroots material. By late summer, she fell into bed at Rocky Ridge,
109. Ida Louise Raymond to Wilder, 20 Oct. 1933, Wilder Papers.
110. Lane Journal, 1933,16 July 1933,
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physically ill with a relentless beating at the base of her skull and
mentally in despair at the route her life seemed to be taking. Her
mother politely referred to Lane's condition as a nervous breakdown brought on by a case of influenza, but her daughter's capitulation was perhaps more profound than Laura Wilder could
understand. For many weeks, the entries in Lane's Line-A-Day
diary were nonexistent, leaving silent her struggles with health
and erasing all news of Farmer Boy's fall publication.
When the author's copies of Farmer Boy arrived at Rocky
Ridge one late autumn day. Rose Wilder Lane was too deep in
mental anguish to record her reactions to the volume that had diverted her from much of her own work and occupied a year of
time. Nor is there record of the response of the elder Wilders as
they beheld the cheerful book cover depicting a young Almanzo
Wilder holding out a carrot to a shiny brown Morgan horse. The
second book, much as the birth of a second child, was possibly not
as thrilling an experience as the appearance of Little House in
the Big Woods had been eighteen months earlier. When Farmer
Boy was published, Laura Ingalis Wilder was already at work
drafting her third book, a story that Lane predicted would beat
her previous work "all hollow.""' And it d i d - t h e next book in
the series became Little House on the Prairie, undoubtedly Wilder's most popular book in terms of sales, and the title that
became known world-wide through television adaptations.
With Little House on the Prairie, Wilder would return to her
own childhood experiences and begin the cycle of westward
movement that would ultimately produce the eight-volume children's novel. More importantly. Wilder would finally begin to
learn from her daughter. In the process of writing her third juvenile, she would begin to incorporate the methods of characterization and dialogue that Lane had been patiently trying to teach
her, leaving less for Rose Wilder Lane to do and taking a stronger
hand in the crafting of her own books.
111. Lane to Bye, 17 Apr. 1933, Brown CoUeetion.
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